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Recognition Granted To

ChristianeWuillamie
OBE

pecial recognition is given to Christiane Wuillamie OBE for

advancing the understanding of cyber security culture and its

importance in protecting businesses, customers, and employees.

ecause Christiane has had a long career in IT from

software programming, running Software companies and as a CIO

in Financial Services. She has a deep understanding of the impact

of Technology on business, people and processes. As an

entrepreneur, CEO and Board Director, Christiane takes a strategic,

pragmatic as well as hands-on approach, viewing cyber security as

a business issue. She has advocated for a more professional and

enterprise-wide approach to cyber safety where all functions take

accountability for cyber security, not just the CISO. She has

worked tirelessly to help business leaders identify and mitigate the

hidden operational and cultural causal factors impacting cyber

security. Christiane was also awarded the title of Officer of the

Order of the British Empire for Business (OBE) by the Queen for

her work with the UK Government to support Small and Medium

Enterprises (SMEs).
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About 

Christiane WUILLAMIE OBE

Officer of the Order of the British

Empire for Business (OBE),

Christiane Wuillamie OBE started her

technology career in 1980 after working

for UNCHR setting up a resettlement

camp for Vietnamese refugees.

Christiane has done every job in IT

from coding, to running a software

house, to being CIO in Financial

Services. A transformational leader, she

built and operationalised a strong, high-

performance culture in every role and

every turnaround project.

She leverages technology to solve

business challenges through developing

people and joined-up process that

deliver a competitive advantage. Her

cyber security and technology

management skills make her a valued

Board member and advisor on digital

transformation.

In the fast-changing cyber world,

Christiane believes that only a strong

culture of collaboration, transparency

and responsible leadership can deliver

safety and security for all.

Besides being a Non-Executive Board

member, Christiane is the co-founder of

a technology firm, PYXIS Culture

Technologies that is quantifying the

linkage between corporate culture,

leadership and business results and

helping senior leaders understand how

culture impacts cyber security, safety,

conduct risk, innovation and customer

satisfaction.

“It’s time for the role of the CISO
to change from information
security to enterprise security.”
Christiane WUILLAMIE OBE
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The “Cyber Security Culture

Advocacy Leader” spotlights

exemplary advocates that help foster a

strong cyber security culture and

awareness, inspire, empower and

educate corporate leaders that culture

impacts cyber security and business

performance.

“Cyber security culture is the

combination of organizational causal

factors that interact to influence and

sustain employee attitudes and actions

towards cyber security issues. Change

the causal factors and you can

strengthen the culture.” ~ John R

Childress ‘Culture 4.0’

Christiane Wuillamie OBE – A Cyber

Warrior Integrating People, Processes and

Technology.

The brightest stars are those who shine

for the benefit of others. Christiane

WUILLAMIE OBE is one of those

stars! ~Stéphane Nappo

Christiane Wuillamie OBE has always

been a disrupter for good! In the early

1990s her company rescued failing bank

IT projects, at the same time developing

the skills and capabilities of the bank’s IT

staff and creating a high-performance

culture. A growth rate of 100% year on

year for 7 years is a testament to her

vision and innovative approach.

Christiane is a transformational leader

who integrates people, processes, and

technology to solve today’s biggest cyber

security challenges. She sees good cyber

security as a profit maximiser, but it is up

to responsible leadership to drive security

by design, collaboration, shared

objectives, and a strong cyber security

culture. According to Christiane, the

world depends on technology 24 hours

every day and successful businesses must

build a strong cyber security culture to

avoid costly system outages, paying

ransom ware and avoid reputational

damage.

As Chief Executive Officer of PYXIS

Culture Technologies Ltd, Christiane

focuses on helping global organizations

identify and mitigate hidden cyber

security vulnerabilities. She believes that

cyber security is not simply a technology

issue, but also a business issue and every

part of the company, and every

individual, must be accountable to

building a strong cyber safe organization.

Ludmila Morozova-Buss, Founder. Editor-In-

Chief @ Top Cyber News MAGAZINE & 

Doctoral Student at Capitol Technology 

University

About 
‘Cyber Security Culture Advocacy Leader’

of the Year Recognition 
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PYXIS Culture Technologies, Ltd is your business partner for cyber

security. We differ from traditional consulting firms in two important areas.

We combine over 40 years of experience in how culture impacts

performance with deep operational experience in technology management,

digital transformation, cyber security, and business turnarounds.

At PYXIS Culture Technologies we have pioneered an ecosystem

modelling approach for understanding, measuring, and managing cyber

security risks to improve business performance. Using systems analytics

and proprietary algorithms along with internal company data, we can

identify and map the causal factors inside your organization that have a

significant impact on cyber security and business performance.

Find out more about PYXIS at www.pyxisculture.com.

Or contact: info@pyxisculture.com

PYXIS Culture Technologies, Ltd
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